t-test or
Mann-Whitney U test as appropriate. The X-axis shows the region of gene length and the y-axis is % input.
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-2000 -1000 -500 +1 +1000 +2000 +5000 Over +5000 Supplemental Table S1 . Genes of interest expressed at 9, 17 and 22 weeks of age in a microarray analysis.
Region
A list of genes of interest (GOI) with linear fold changes in mRNA expression in a microarray analysis of cohorts 1, 2, and 3. Comparisons between two groups were performed by a one-way ANOVA between the subjects analyzed (unpaired). The significance of differences is stated as ANOVA P values. In cohorts 1 and 2, genes were selected by filtering genes that were differentially and significantly expressed between UN and NN (cut-off point: ≤-2 or ≥2 linear fold change and ANOVA P value <0.05). In cohort 3, genes that were differentially expressed and then altered by the TUDCA treatment in UN-Veh were selected (cut-off point: ≤-2 or ≥2 linear fold change and ANOVA P value <0.05). 
